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Background. The surface of Ganymede is composed of two main units, "light" and "dark'' materials. Light material 
is widely interpreted as having been emplaced by shallow ice-volcanic resurfacing over a prolonged period [1,2,3,4]. 
Substantial evidence indicates that prolonged ice volcanism also played a major, possibly dominant role in dark material 
emplacement: dark material deposits embay large craters, densities of small craters are depleted in the same areas indicating 
shallow resurfacing, and there are large regional variations in crater density indicating different surface ages [3,5,6,7]. The 
optical surfaces of these materials have been modified over time by several processes: (a) cratering and intermixture of 
meteoritic material [e.g. 4,8,9]; @) ice ablation and redeposition, including formation of a rock-enriched lag [10,11]; (c) 
magnetospheric interactions (sputtering, ion implantation) [12,13,14]; and (d) primary material differences [15]. 

These processes form the basis for two main paradigms linking surface configurations of ice and rock to observed 
albedo properties. In the "primary surface" model [e.g. 4,8,9,16,17], the optical surface is an intimate mixture of a nearly 
pure-ice substrate (290% ice) with meteoritic material incorporated over time; albedo differences represent variations in the 
meteoritic fraction, so that albedos decrease as surface age and bolide contamination increase. In the "frost-on-lag" model 
[10,11], the optical surface is an areal mixture of devolatilized lag and superposed frost patches; albedo differences result 
from different fractional coverage by frost patches, and are not directly related to substrate age. 

Procedure. In this study we used reflectance and craterdensity measurements of light and dark materials to document 
global variability in albedo properties, to investigate the roles of different processes in modifying albedo, and to test 
paradigms for mixing of ice and rock. We obtained measurements of VF at multiple phase angles for 60 discrete areas of 
light and dark materials [18], avoiding large crater-ray deposits and mixed occurrences of different materials. The 
photometric parameters w, h, b, c, B, and 8 of Hapke [19] were fit to these measurements, and used to extrapolate the 
behavior of each area to conditions of normal albedo. Crater-densities for coincident regions equatorward of 40' latitude 
(where latitudedependent albedo variations are minimal - see below) were obtained from previously published works 
[3,20,21,22] and from unpublished counts. The relationships of normal albedo to crater density, latitude, distance from the 
leading edge, and other photometric parameters were then examined separately for each material. This analysis extends 
previously published results of Helfenstein [23] and Murchie and Head [15]. 

Global albedo properties. Figure 1 shows the relationship of normal albedo to density of 10-20 km craters. 
Craters in this diameter range are depleted within areas exhibiting morphologic evidence for shallow resurfacing, so this 
measure is probably representative of both age and accumulation of meteoritic material since the last major resurfacing 
episode. This comparison reveals the lower albedo of older dark material than younger light rnaterial. However, neither 
light nor dark material by itself exhibits a correlation of albedo with crater density (or by inference age or fraction of 
intermixed meteoritic rnaterial). Instead, albedo increases abruptly at ages less than the least cratered dark material. 

In contrast, the albedos of both dark and light materials show clear relationships to geographic position on the 
satellite. The relationship of normal albedo to latitude is shown in Figure 2. In equatorial regions the two materials are 
distinctive, each having a relatively consistent albedo, but albedo increases poleward of 40'-50' latitude where polar frost 
caps occur [19,23]. The relationship of albedo to distance from the leading edge is shown in Figure 3, for regions outside 
the polar caps. The contrast between light and dark materials decreases with distance from the leading edge, particularly 
near the trailing edge, due both to increasing dark material albedo and decreasing light material albedo. 

Local albedo properties. We conducted two tests of the "primary surface" and "frost-on-lag" models of surface 
rocvice ~ o ~ g u r a t i o n  using photogeologic and photometric observations. Distribution of bright craters: Studies 
of ablation of H2O-ice on Ganymede [24] predict that frost is stable poleward of -55' latitude. If dark and light materials 
consist of intimately mixed "primary surfaces", polar dark material should have a higher density of bright craters than polar 
light material due to its greater age. If albedo differences are due to variable cover by "frostan-lag," polar light material 
should exhibit a greater concentration of bright craters and other frost patches. Analysis of high resolution imagery 
covering the region around 75's (FDS 20640.25) demonstrates that bright patches are concentrated in light material as 
predicted by the "frost-on-lag" model. A small central crater is resolvable within the larger patches. Surface 
compaction: The photometric parameter "h," a measure of width of the opposition surge, is a function of surface 
compaction and particle size distribution. Assuming similar particle size distributions, lesser values of "h" correspond to 
less compacted surfaces. Frost-rich surfaces on the Galilean satellites (e.g. Europa) exhibit relatively low values of "h" 
[25], whereas the rock-rich surface of Callisto exhibits a higher "h" closer to lunar values [26]. Assuming that "frost" is 
less compacted than rock-rich "lag," increasing albedo of a "frost-on-lag" surface should be accompanied by decreasing 
compaction. In contrast, on intimately mixed "primary surfaces," there is no a prwri reason to expect light and dark 
materials outside of polar frost caps to exhibit different compactions. Figure 4 compares values of " h  and normal albedo 
outside the polar frost caps. Higher albedo surfaces exhibit lesser values of "h"; for all reasonable particle size distributions 
that we have a+ssumed, light material is calculated to be siNicantly less compacted than dark material, consistent with the 
"frost-on-lag " model. 
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Discussion. In summary, dark and light materials exhibit distinct albedo properties. However, the lack of 
correlation of albedo with crater density suggests that this difference is related to material properties, rather than to time- 
dependent darkening of the surface by incorporation of meteoritic material. Globally, albedo variations within each 
material are related to latitude and distance from the leading edge. This pattern is consistent with exogenic processes such 
as thermal migration of frost (which is latitudedependent) and magnetospheric interactions (which are dependent on 
proximity to the trailing edge) playing major roles in the evolution of surface albedo. Locally, photogeologic and 
photometric evidence support the albedo difference of light and dark materials originating from variations in coverage by 
frost patches, typically nucleated around small craters. These trends suggest that albedo differences result primarily from 
redistribution of surface frost, rather than age or composition of the substrate. A self-consistent set of hypotheses to 
explain these results is that: (a) light and dark materials are covered by a partly devolatilized lag; (b) the higher albedo of 
light material results from greater excavation of bright frost by small craters that penetrate a thinner lag; and (c) thermal 
migration of frost and magnetospheric interactions (sputtering, ion implantation) are important in modifying albedo. 
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